◊ The first image of Mercury
acquired by Mariner 10 in 1974

LAYERS OF PLAY

The game is built around three primary
layers:

crew layer

( page 16)
fleet layer

( page 64)
strategy layer

( page 75)
Each of the layers represents a part of life
of a mercenary. They are built using the
same underlying core ruleset, modified
for the specific needs of the thematics
involved.
Each layer is separated, allowing the
players to focus on the area they feel is
most important to them—be it exploring
the setting in person, flying the spaceship,
or running a business as a free trader.

MODULARITY

the absolute

BASICS

Project Aphelion is a simulationist game,
intended to reflect the depth of various
situations, but without being overly
complicated and slow in play. Each layer
can be implemented using a casual,
simpler ruleset following the same basic
tenets. If the player group wants to
minimize the influence of one or more of
the layers onto the game, there is also a
narrative variant of the rules, simplifying
the game’s rules even further.
The rules are designed to allow for
adjusting the complexity level on the
fly, without the need to start a new game.

New players can dip their toes into the
Project Aphelion using the narrative rules,
and jump into the simulation if and when
they’re ready. No need to run headfirst
into a wall of unfamiliar rules!
Project Aphelion allows the players
to immerse themselves into the hard
science-fiction universe with as much
depth as they want and focus on the
aspects of a freelancer’s life in the Solar
System they want the most.
The playtest version of the rules covers
the simulationist variant of the game. The
more casual rulesets will be included in
the final release.

BASIC TERMS
OF GAME STRUCTURE

The game of Project Aphelion is a
Scenario, built from Scenes taking place
in Modules. Every Scene has at least one
main objective (Main Task) and can have
one or more side objectives (Subtasks).
The party trying to achieve the goal is
called Offense; the opposing party is
called Defense. If Defense wins, the
parties switch roles.

PLAYERS AND
GAME MASTERS

The Layers, together with the Scenario
and Campaign Creation rules, allow the
group to play with or without a Game
Master and even let the Game Master be
one of the players without unbalancing
the game.

See page 88

The information on how to play the
game without a Game Master is included
in the playtest ruleset everywhere
it’s important. As a general rule: if it’s
logical and the majority of players agree
something will work, it will work!
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DICE AND DICE ROLLS

Only one type is used in Project Aphelion:
ten-sided dice, or d10. You’ll probably need quite a
few: at least five, preferably ten if you’re the Game
Master. Whenever a Task or a roll is mentioned
within the text, a d10 is used.
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◊ A massive crater photographed by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter

CHALLENGE RATING

Challenge Rating (CR) of a Main Task is the
number of marks that need to be scored
to succeed in the task. Challenge Rating
is equal to the highest appropriate
Attribute of the Defence +1 per each
additional opponent.
Some Gear (like sensors or cyberware)
add their effective rating to all Tasks
related to given Attributes.
Example: An Infiltrator attempts to sneak
into a warehouse at night. Two Guards
are watching the security cameras, one of
them has an Awareness of 3, and the other
has an Awareness of 2. The warehouse’s
computer system runs an Image Analysis
program Rating 3, but the system running it
scored only 2 marks. The Challenge Rating
for the Infiltrator is thus 6 [3 Awareness + 1
additional Defense Actor + 2 Image Analysis].
If the Main Task doesn’t have Defense,
the Challenge Rating is equal to the
Scenario Rating.

DIFFICULTY

Every Task in Project Aphelion tests the
Attributes and has a basic difficulty of 6,
reduced by the Actor’s skill and adjusted
by Modifiers, Clout, and Resistance (see
next page). For every die scoring the
required number or higher, the Actor
scores a mark.
In the case of Main Tasks, the marks
scored by Actors accumulate until they
reach the Task’s Challenge Rating, which
ends the Scene. For Subtasks, marks
scored are counted after a roll, and the
effect is put into motion immediately or at
the start of the next interval, depending
on the Action Card used.
If the difficulty is lower than 2, there’s no
need to roll – assume you scored marks
equal to the Attribute used. If the difficulty
is greater than 10 for any reason, the Task
cannot be undertaken until it is lowered to
10 or below. Effects lowering the difficulty
do not affect Resistance and vice versa.

See Action Cards,
p. XX

See Creating a Scenario,
p. XX
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RESISTANCE

All Main Tasks and many
Subtasks (especially targeted
against other Actors) have
a layer of protection called
Resistance. That protection
represents different things
depending on the Layer and the
situation; it can be personal
armor, an antivirus software,
ship’s hull, an ID authenticator
system, or others.
Defense’s Resistance value is
always added to the Offense
Actor’s difficulty on top of any
modifiers. It’s not affected by
effects changing the modifiers,
only by Clout. Effects lowering
the difficulty do not affect
Resistance and vice versa.

CLOUT

Clout is a trait of offensive
tools (like guns, malware, highquality credentials, and so on).
Whenever the Actor attempts
an Offensive Task, the Offense’s
Clout value is subtracted from
the Defense’s Resistance. Clout
does not reduce the difficulty
below the value provided by the
target’s Resistance.
Clout only applies for the Tasks
relevant to its source – a rifle
isn’t going to help anyone hack a
terminal, and a cracker software
is of no use in a gunfight.

Resistance is acquired through
equipment or other means,
and can only be added when
defending in Tasks related to
that item – personal armor will
only apply when fired at, the
computer’s Filter will only apply
for hacking Tasks.

MODIFIERS

Modifiers are factors increasing
or reducing the Task’s difficulty
depending on their value.
Stacking the modifiers for
your own side and against the
opposition is a large part of
Project Aphelion’s gameplay.
Read more about modifiers in
the Core Rules, p. XX.

ACTORS

Everyone in Project Aphelion is an Actor,
even though sometimes they’re called by
other names. Everything that can play
Action Cards and roll dice is an Actor:
characters, drones, spaceships, even the
Scene and Scenario. Actors on the Crew
Layer are called Crews or Devices. On the
Fleet Layer and Strategy Layer, they’re
called Crafts and Factions.

OFFENCE AND DEFENCE

Depending on their position in the Scene,
Actors can be on the Offense or Defense
in regards to the Main Task. Offense’s job
is to accumulate enough marks to reach
the Main Task’s Challenge Rating. Once
they achieve that, the appropriate result
plays out, and the Scene ends. Afterward,
the Offense can initiate a new Scene in the
same module or move on to the next one.
Example: The Offense can decide to deal
with remaining Defense Actors in a Skirmish
Scene, or choose to start a Groundwork
Scene to build up against the Finale.
Defense’s job is to remove marks scored
by the Offense any way they can. If at any
point they manage to reduce Offense’s
marks to zero or below, the Scene ends,
and a new one begins with roles switched.
The former Defense is now Offense, in
charge of a Skirmish Scene, intending to
remove all the opposition in a way fitting
to an encounter and Scenario type.
Example: A group of diplomats proving
that the unlawfulness of the ambassador
of a foreign country is very unlikely to
start shooting – they’d move to discredit
each of the emissaries instead.
Both Defense and Offense are free
to undertake any Subtask they deem
appropriate and start new Scenes at will,
but only one Scene can be conducted by
a Crew at any time. The initiator is always
in Offense. If a Defense Crew starts a new
Scene, they become Offense instead.
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◊ Artist concept illustrating the relative sizes of the
one-man Mercury spacecraft, the two-man Gemini
spacecraft, and the three-man Apollo spacecraft.

ACTIVE AND
PASSIVE ACTORS

Crews consisting of humans, drones,
programs, or similar Active Actors able to
take up initiative can be both Offense and
Defense.
Devices, defense programs, and other
Passive Actors can never move to
Offense. If they remove the Offense’s
marks, the Scene ends, and the Main
Task’s Resistance is increased by overflow
marks scored by Defense at the end of
the Scene for the purposes of the next
approach. That additional Resistance
does not accumulate further on repeated
attempts.

SCENE AND
SCENARIO AS ACTORS

At the end of every Action Phase, the
Scene plays every single Action Card
it can with the number of dice equal to
Scenario’s Payout, and difficulty of 6,
lowered by 1 for each Offense Actor after
the first.
Every ten Phases (or 1 Minute), the
Scenario plays every single Action Card
it can, at the same difficulty of 6, lowered
by 1 for each Offense Actor after the first.
That way, the game automatically adjusts
its difficulty to the abilities and number of
players participating and ensures the best
possible experience at all times.

WORKING TOGETHER

Actors can and should undertake Tasks
together, pooling their resources to
achieve a better result— any Main Task and
Sustained Subtask can be aided by other
Actors, adding scored marks together.
Project Aphelion is a team game.
Characters working together have
a higher chance of success, both during
the chararacter creation and during the
game itself.

While the game
actively promotes
teamwork, we didn’t
want the solo play
to become a slog.
Because of that, when
you work together,
you have a higher
chance of success in
your Tasks—but so
does the Scenario.
When you go solo, you
don’t get the team’s
help—but the game
doesn’t punish you for
splitting the party.
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ATTRIBUTES

The names and values of Attributes
depend on the type of an Actor and the
game layer in question. Specific Attributes
are discussed in detail in their respective
chapters. The Attributes inform the
number of dice rolled and the Challenge
Ratings of Main Tasks.
Crew Layer is where the action happens
on a personal level, between people,
drones, and similar small scale devices.
Attributes usually range from 2 to 6
on this layer, unless an Augmentation or
another special case applies.

USING SKILLS
AND ACTION CARDS

Actors forming Crews can use any of
their appropriate Skills and Action
Cards they see fit, as long as the Game
Master allows it (or all players agree
that it will work), and it makes sense
narratively. Most Skills in the game can
be used in more than one way, making
the best use of it – if not to contribute
to the Main Task directly, then to take on
Subtasks making it easier for others.

ACTION CARDS

For human (or animal) Actors, the
Attributes are Toughness, Fitness,
Awareness, Resolve, Logic, and Wit.
You’ll learn more about these Attributes
during the Character Creation.

Action Cards are a tool used to declare
Actions in Tasks. They’re an all-in-one
visualization of the attempted action
that can be put on the table when
declaring them and allow for easy keeping
track of all the important factors.

For drones and crewed vehicles, they
are: Chassis, Speed, Sensors, and CPU,
plus whatever devices are installed. For
small devices, like scanners and locks,
the Attributes are Rating, Durability,
and CPU.

All Action Cards include the name (noted
in this book Like This), a short excerpt of
the rules needed, the effect information,
Pool usage, and the corresponding
Attributes as well as Challenge Rating
information if used for Main Tasks.

On a Fleet Layer, things get a little more
complicated, reflecting the variety
and different designs of spaceships,
spaceports, and satellites. Each module
has its set of Attributes depending on the
Craft’s Frame and Capacity.

Some Action Cards are assigned to items,
others to Attributes or Careers, and more
can be unlocked through special training
during the game.

See page 32

Action Cards make
it easier to keep
track of options
available to your
character, ship,
or faction during
the game. Think
of them as a quick
reference: a handy
listing of rules that
apply to a specific
action you want to
undertake, cutting
down on the time
spent looking for
specific rules in the
core rulebook.
Whenever the
specific rule of
an Action Card
contradicts
a general rule, the
specific rule applies.
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On a Strategy Layer, the Factions have
a set of Attributes representing their
power and direction. Credit, Research,
Influence, Production, and Fleet
determine the Faction’s efficiency in
its respective specialization.

Action Cards aren’t “used up” and can
be played as many times as the Actor
wants, as long they have enough Actions
to do so.
Action Cards are put on the Initiative
tracker during the Declaration Stage and
are resolved during the Resolution Stage,
letting you easily keep track of what
everybody is doing and react to other
Actor’s actions.

SKILLS

Skills represent the Actor’s aptitude in specific
cathegories. As a rule, the Skill level reduces the
Task’s base difficulty. It isn’t a modifier, however,
and isn’t subject to modifier stacking rules. Every
character can attempt Tasks related to any Skill,
even if the Skill rank equals zero.

POOLS

Each character has a Stamina Pool (derived from
Physical Attributes and used to perform Physical
Actions) and a Morale Pool (derived from Mental
Attributes and used to perform Mental Actions).
Both are the main resources in the game: if your
character runs out of any of them, they need to take
a breath (ie. play the Take a Breath Action Card) and
recuperate before they do anything else.

ACTIONS

Each Actor has a number of Physical and Mental
Actions derived from their Attributes. The Actions
can be used to play Action Cards.

INITIATIVE

Each Actor has Physical and Mental Initiative,
allowing some Actors to act before they think or
think before they act.

The Initiative system in Project Aphelion has two
phases: Declaration and Resolution. During the first,
every Actor, from the slowest to fastest, declares the
Action Cards they are playing. The Resolution Stage
is when the actions are performed—from the fastest
Actor to the slowest. This allows faster Actors to
adjust their actions depending on declarations of
slower Actors and interupt or foil their plans.
At the same time, as there are two separate Initiative
tracks—Physical and Mental—physically faster
Actors don’t have an unfair advantage over all other
builds. You may be the fastest gunslinger on this side
of the Kuiper belt but if that hacker takes control over
your gun before you manage to reach for it, your plan
of shooting first might not work this time.
See more about Initiative on p. XX
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